Committee Meeting Agenda
Friday, April 8th, 2016
2:00-3:00pm
University Center, Rogers Room
Voting Committee Attendees: Chase Weddle, and Cole Sutton
Non-Voting Committee Attendees: Lauren Bishop, Emily Ranson, and David King

- **1:55**- We discussed Brandon Heplers project proposal and we were impressed by his experience and the possible implementations of the project for his internship.

- **2:00**- Emily and Chase brought up the point that a safety mechanism should be put in place so that people don’t use SEI as a means to gain money though funding for themselves. For instance, a demonstration of passion for the work as well as “a break in contract” if they are not doing their job to expectations and cease funding.

- **2:04**- We looked over Joseph Gusemans project proposal regarding recycling on campus. We believe that he has showed sincere passion for the project. We were sent 4 examples of “mini-bins” for recycling to increase recycling on campus. Specifically, for freshman to help educate them on how to recycle.

- **2:07**- Chase brought up the point that this project may have to be implemented every year.

- **2:11**- David King brought up the point on how we will reevaluate projects in the future with an emphasis on data collection.
• **2:14**- We moved onto the project proposed by Emily Biggins called “Sustainable Dining Advisor” where she would work as an intern to help educate food staff on recycling and other sustainable practices.

• **2:20**- Emily still has a lot of questions regarding Emily Biggins project, but does see the potential benefits, but would like an elaboration on the $8,000 requested.

• **2:24**- The next project proposal that we evaluated the project proposed by Zack Waldroup called “CFAT/Tesla EV Charger Project”

• **2:29**- Emily brought up the point that for this project that we should communicate with parking services to find more information about how many students and facility drive EV compatible vehicles.

• **2:39**- Chase brought up the point that electrical requirements (400A) could potentially be a problem with this project.

• **2:43**- David thinks that the project has great curb appeal, but he wants to make sure that it ends up being more than that.

• **2:44**- Lastly, we evaluated the “WCU Campus Tree Map” submitted by Diane Styers and thought that this project was very interesting and could generate a lot of good PR.

• **2:48**- Meeting adjourned

Minutes Completed by: Cole Sutton